GASSOR’S TOURNAMENT TEAM:
PATTERNS SCORING AT TOURNAMENTS

Any competitor must have ALL THREE SCORES ZEROED for any of the following:







Falling over whilst in the execution of a pattern
Not completing a pattern (this includes missing out moves)
Pausing for more than 3 seconds during the execution of a pattern
Any 2 major mistakes (see below)
Incorrect positioning on the mat to leading to the competitor ‘crashing’ into the
judges (i.e. the officials must not be expected to move to allow the competitor to
complete the pattern)
Not commencing the pattern within 3 seconds of being given the command to start

NOTE: In the event of the two competitors colliding or one competitor being impeded by
the other’s movement during the execution of the pattern, the centre referee must stop the
match, bring the competitors back to the ready position and allow them to reposition.
There will be no penalties to either competitor. If the collision or impediment occurs during
the designated pattern, the same pattern must be performed again once repositioning has
taken place.
Minor Mistakes (Minus 1 point)
 Following the movement of the technique with the eyes
 Breathe after completion of movement
 Changing where movement originates from
 Exaggerate the end of each movement (pausing too long)
Moderate Mistakes (Minus 2 points)
 Changing the height of a technique
 Slow kicks or holding kicks too long
 Incorrect speed of technique (e.g. too fast for slow motion techniques)
 Stances too long, short, wide or narrow
 Changing the motion of the technique (slow, continuous or fast)
 Loss of balance (not falling over)
 Saying the wrong name upon completion of the pattern
 Start and finish pattern in different places (must be within 1 metre of start point)
 Not performing kihaps (shouts) or performing kihaps (shouts) at the wrong time
Major Mistakes (Minus 3 points)
 Change movement or technique
 Incorrect stance
 Wrong Jun bi position at start of pattern
 Wrong Jun bi position on completion of pattern
NOTE: If both competitors fail to complete the designated and optional patterns, the jury
president must continue to pick another designated pattern until such time as one or both
of the competitors complete a pattern. Competitors cannot be awarded marks for
partial execution of a pattern. Competitors must perform an optional pattern relevant to
their grade; designated patterns can be any pattern up to and including patterns relevant
to the competitor’s grade.

